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LOT 1259

A Chamberlains Worcester armorial plate, circa 1820, of Royal Gadroon
shape, the central crest above the motto 'AUDENTIOR IBO', within the
apple green ground rim reserved with three floral panels, puce printed
mark to base, diameter 26cm, together with a Copeland part service, gilt
with an anthemion band around a dove crest with Cyrillic motto, a Barr
Worcester wrythen moulded teabowl and saucer with anchor motif, and
a similar teacup with armorial crest and motto (minor faults).
Provenance: Chamberlains Worcester plate with Suchow & Seigel New
York applied paper label. A similar plate is illustrated by Geoffrey
Godden in 'Chamberlain-Worcester Porcelain 1788-1852', pl.XII

Estimate: £150 - £250

Condition Report

1259. Armorial plate in generally good condition, with no significant damage or repairs.  Minor scuff to
underside of rim but not of any real significance.  Wear to gilt rim and enamels and typical light scratches and
wear. 
Teabowl and saucer with gilt anchor - good condition, no chips, cracks or repairs, typical light wear. 
Armorial cup - generally good condition with no chips, cracks or repairs but wear to gilt particularly on inside of
rim and exterior. 
Copeland service - all with typical light surface scratches and wear.  Some very minor staining but nothing
significant would all benefit from a clean: 
Ten cups - good condition with no chips, cracks or repairs. 
Four cups - all with faint hairline cracks. 
Sixteen saucers - all in good condition with no apparent chips, cracks or repairs but all with more wear to gilt
and surface scratches and wear than the cups. 
Slop bowl - cracks around the interior of bowl.  Typical wear and scratches. 
Three plates - all in good condition with no chips, cracks or repairs but all with typical wear to gilt and typical
light surface scratches and wear.
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